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The construction industry is under the micro-scope. 
•	 Are we fit for purpose? 
•	 Do the Building Regulations and Approved Documents effectively 

protect the occupier? 
•	 Can we design and deliver buildings as designed? 
•	 Why is there a Performance Gap?
•	 Can we as an industry ‘Self Police’?

As stakeholders within a professional industry we work on the 
assumption that our aim is to create a built environment we can be proud 
of and one that future generations will look back on with admiration. 
Further, that we have the skills, knowledge, expertise, and collective will 
to deliver an aspirational built environment that is safe and fit for purpose.

Recent high profile fires in residential and commercial buildings 
highlight the broader issue facing our industry. When we get it wrong 
the wider social and personal impact can be devastating. 

The issues are of course far wider than fire protection. The Zero 
Carbon Hub, back in 2014 for example highlighted the ‘Building Energy 
Performance Gap’ and we know, through pre completion testing, and post 
occupancy testing, that buildings do not always perform as designed. 

Air quality, thermal performance, acoustics, over heating, access, 
security and of course safety and fire protection, are some of the 
recurring issues that will be tackled.  

The impact is not limited to the occupier, prolonged remedial works 
resulting in extended project times has a cost. Can we deliver projects 
on time and on budget and at the same time avoid breaches of 
warranty and rising insurance premiums? 

Let’s Talk Specification in association with Specification 
Magazine is a new digital media platform that seeks to answer 
these questions; creating a forum for debate and discussion that 
will put the Specification process back at the heart of the agenda. 

You can read and hear from key industry professionals and 
leading bodies discussing their roles and responsibilities and 
how through collaboration we can ensure we deliver buildings 
as designed. You’ll hear from manufacturers and the demanding 
process testing and certification that they go through to ensure 
their products and systems are fit for purpose.

Let’s Talk Specification will share best practice and offer advice 
to the whole supply chain, discussing everything from: Design 
Considerations; Feasibility & Developing the Design Brief; 
Planning; Building Controls; Warranties & Insurance; Testing; 
Certification and Approvals; Cost Control; Health & Safety; Audits 
& Inspection; specifying products and systems and of course, 
contracting and installation.
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Let’s Talk Specification will look at every aspect of the architectural and 
building sector and the role that innovative products play in our everyday 
lives. 

It will focus on the research and development, testing and manufacturing 
processes, installation and maintenance of a wide range of building products 
and systems.

Specifiers, architects and all those involved in the creation of new building 
development will have instant access to a wealth of detailed, technical and 
independent information.

As a key stakeholder in the construction industry we want you to help shape 
this discussion, by sharing the knowledge and best practice that goes into 
the delivery of products and systems that are certified, accredited and fit for 
purpose.

If you would like to join the debate, inform the industry of the service you 
offer or have systems and products that you would like to promote to our 
extensive readership, then take a look at the marketing opportunities we 
can offer you opposite.
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COUNTY COUNCIL CONSTRUCTION REMAINS STRONG 

AS FOCUS TURNS TO MAJOR PROJECTSAccording to Glenigan’s contracts leagues for the 12 months to the end of February 2018, 28 of the top 100 clients are some form of unitary authority, and aggregate spending has risen.
The top 100 clients are behind £29.6 billion-worth of work and £5 billion of that total comes from councils. At 

the same stage in 2017, the 27 councils in the top 100 had committed to spending of £3.9 billion.

The highest ranked local body in the latest tables is the Greater London Authority 
in 11th place after letting £494.9 million-worth of work although nearly half of this work comes from Transport for London.

The biggest spending county 
council is Surrey County Council with orders of £302.8 

million, which puts the authority in 20th place. Surrey 
has teamed up with Woking 

Borough Council for the Market Square development in Woking (pictured). 
A half-share of this project puts Woking BC in 26th place 

with orders totalling £245.9 million.

Three other county councils are in the top 100 with Hampshire in 55th (with orders of £156.0 million), Cambridgeshire in 72nd (£131.6 million) and Cardiff a place behind (£131.0 million)
Other councils are also teaming up with private developers. Manchester City Council is ranked 39th with spending of £202.3 million. A quarter of that total comes from a share of the £110 million MIF Factory project, which the council is working on with Allied London.

Also, in the North West, Warrington Borough Council is ranked 45th with 
spending of £176.1 million 

on projects including the £50 million Bridge Street Quarter. 

Warrington is working on that 
scheme and a £19.6 million office scheme on Academy Way with Morgan Sindall. Instead of working with the 

HOUSING DEVELOPERS MUST ADOPT A 

‘FIBRE TO THE PREMISES’ KITEMARKER

Housing developers must adopt council proposals for a new Fibre to the Premises Kitemark to reassure homebuyers before completion that their new home will have a digital connection fit for the 21st century, the LGA says.Currently, developers only have an obligation to connect 
water and electricity before a 
property is sold, but do not have to pay any consideration 

to its broadband connectivity. 

While the Government’s new 
draft of the National Planning 
Policy Framework aims to help councils’ encourage developers to provide FTTP connections to existing and new developments it does not give them powers to hold 

developers to account.
The LGA said introducing a new FTTP Kitemark is a simple, common-sense proposal which will make it clear to the public whether or 

BBA TESTS EVEN TOUGHER WITH NEW MACHINE
Test experts at the British Board of Agrément (BBA) are making full use of their new Instron universal testing 

machine to pull, squeeze, twist, bend and tension building products under assessment, including those 
for the roofing, cladding, highways/car parking, house-building and civil engineering industries.

The new load frame equipment is an upgrade to 
the BBA’s previous machine, 
offering an additional test space, a widened scope of products to be tested thanks to an increased load capacity from 100kN to 250kN, greater levels of accuracy and stability and the latest Bluehill Universal software.  

not their new home will have a fully future-proofed internet connection.

private sector, some local authorities are merging to increase spending power, such as the West Midlands Combined Authority, which is a grouping of 12 local authorities and three Local Enterprise Partnerships and ranked in 35th place with 

spending of £220.8 million.However, 17 of the 28 councils in the top 100 are in southern England. Those 17 councils are behind £3.4 billion-worth of spending, which illustrates that the north-south divide remains as 
clear as ever.

We have built the ultimate can-do joist. By manufacturing 

to the highest specifi cation our I-Joists are light, strong, 

thermally effi cient, BIM compatible, FSC and PEFC certifi ed 

and PAS 2050 accredited (to cut a long list short). 

But it’s also the back-up we offer that no one can equal. 

Our expert team of designers, engineers and regional 

technical support is always there to say ‘yes we can’.jamesjones.co.uk/ewp

EMAIL: jji-joists@jamesjones.co.uk

Despite years of austerity, more than a quarter of the construction industry’s top 100 clients are either county 

councils or local authorities.
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Sector Reports:
• Offices & Commercial Buildings
• Health

Features:
• External Wall Finishes
• Structures & Building Systems
• Floors, Walls & Ceilings
• Drainage & Water Management
• Kitchens, Bathrooms & Washrooms

Facing Bricks, 
Special Shapes 
& Precast Brick 

Components from 
Taylor Maxwell
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YOUR MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
• Dedicated Company Profile on Let’s Talk Specification    

• 900 word DPS article/Q&A to appear in print and online*  

• 2 x 500 word technical articles to appear in Let’s Talk Specification 

• Extensive social media coverage across the Specification Online Twitter, 
Facebook and Pinterest platforms plus our Let’s Talk Specification 
dedicated LinkedIn platform   

• Full Page advertisement to appear in selected print title   

• Unique ebulletin to demographically chosen target audience  

• Google adword campaign   

• Featured on Let’s Talk Specification’s regular ebulletin   

• Online Bellyband to appear on Let’s Talk Specification homepage for one 
month   

• Online Banner to appear on single weeks Let’s Talk Specification 
ebulletin   

• Keyword evaluation   

• Quality Backlinks to the most relevant pages on your website  

• Links to up to 12 brochures, 12 products, 6 CPDs & 6 Videos on  
www.specificationonline.co.uk product directory   

• Full analytics package for ROI purposes  

*DPS Article will appear in one of the following titles Specification Magazine, 
Housing Specification or Public Sector Building Specification. 

Overview

Google 
Adwords

Company 
Profile
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This week on Let’s Talk Specifi cation, we learn about the... Ad molor aute prae 
dolende mporem alis et facesequi offi ctur? Quiat. Lorro verum faccaeritaes expelec 
tiatiatur audam niet volestr umetur...to read more about the latest discussions on 
Let’s Talk Specifi cation, click on the links below.

Latest Companies

Latest Brochures

Latest Discussions

Test Gerfl or Story

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
maecenas et vulputate lorem. duis pretium nulla id ligula 
pharetra, sed vehicula ligula congue. proin faucibus...

Read Article

The £400m repair fund an opportunity 

Prime minister may’s announcement last month (16 may 
2018) to spend £400m on the refurbishment of 158 high 
rise buildings identifi ed within england’s...

Read Article

Improving effi ciency and sustainability in offi ces

A growing interest in health and fi tness has led to more 
people choosing to cycle to work or take a lunchtime gym 
class. dan martindale, sales director at andrews water...

Read Article

New £22m fund launched to boost construction skills

A multi-million pound fund to help tackle the construction 
skills shortage has been launched by the Skills Minister 
Anne Milton. With 158,000 new construction jobs ...

Read Article

TSP Media  |  T: 01952 234000  |  E: info@tspmedia.co.uk

eBulletin

Social 
Media
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In this issue of Let’s Talk Specification, Paul discusses the 
problems surrounding thermal efficiency. As Building Regulations 
demand ever higher thermal efficiency ratings, today’s buildings are 
becoming increasingly airtight. While this is undoubtedly beneficial 
for building energy performance, it also makes careful consideration 
and management of moisture more critical than ever.

All activities within a building, from initial 
construction and wet trades, to cooking 
and washing, generate substantial amounts 
of water vapour, which must be managed 
successfully to ensure the longevity of 
the building fabric and a healthy indoor 
environment. The vapour permeable 
structure used in these membranes allow 
this to be achieved without compromising 
temporary weather protection during 
construction or requiring complex and 
expensive passive or active ventilation 
systems and accessories.

While such systems may once have 
seemed somewhat alien to the industry, 
non-ventilated roof constructions, with 
their speed, efficiency and lower cost are 
fast becoming the norm. The once radical 
building physics behind them now well 
understood and widely accepted across all 
sectors of the industry.

With performance requirements of both 
breather membranes and the building in 
which they are used improving all the time, 
it’s absolutely crucial to ensure that the 
correct materials are specified.  

Specifying quality materials doesn’t cost, 
it pays
As the demands for the construction of UK 
house building continue to grow, so do the 
requirements for performance and with it the 
assurance of the materials used throughout. The 
installation and maintenance of roofing are critical 
elements of the modern housing development. 
Quality trade skills must be matched with 
excellence in the performance of the products 
chosen for the project.For the developer and 
contractor, failure or compromised performance 
in materials can lead to downtime on site, 
additional costs in both time and materials, 
delays resulting in more time on the job and 
bottlenecks with other projects.

To make an enquiry – Go online: www.enquire.to/spec  Send a fax: 01952 234002 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card

The A. Proctor Group developed Roofshield 
21 years ago in response to problems 
caused by the requirements of the UK’s 
demand for cold-pitched roof construction, 
and the drive towards ever increasing 
thermal performance requirements. 
The Roofshield brand is designed and 
manufactured to ensure house builders are 
guaranteed the highest quality, providing a 
pitched roof underlay, which is both air and 
vapour permeable.

In line with guidelines issued by the NHBC, 
independently certified air and vapour 
permeable underlays can be used without 
additional ridge ventilation in cold roofs. 
The use of Roofshield will lead to savings 
in labour and material costs, due to no 
VCL required, and its high-performance air 
permeability means that the roof space has 
similar air changes to that of a roof using 
traditional eaves/ridge ventilation. 

Whilst performance, functionality and cost 
all feature in the decision-making process, 
with Roofshield the A. Proctor Group 
has achieved a product which provides 
developers with total peace of mind.

British Standards update
In February this year, a second amendment 
and updated version of the British Standard 
for Slating and Tiling BS5534 was introduced. 
For the very first time BS5534:2014 + 
A2:2018 now includes a clear industry 
definition of air permeable underlays.

Previously an underlay would be defined as 
type HR (high water vapour resistance) – an 
underlay with a vapour resistance greater 
than 0.25 MNs/g and type LR (low water 
vapour resistance) – underlay with a vapour 
resistance less than 0.25 MNs/g. 

The updated standard now also defines a 
low water vapour resistance (type LR) and 
air permeable underlay as “underlay that 
has a water vapour resistance not more 
than 0.25 MNs/g combined with an air 
permeability of not less than 20 m3 / m2 
h at 50 Pa which allows for the transfer of 
both water vapour and air.”

The long debated “nominal” 10mm sag has 
now been redefined with the new 15mm 
maximum drape, this is to avoid excessive 
ballooning putting undue pressure on the 
tile fixings through wind uplift forces. It 
must be ensured however that the drape 
is adequate enough to allow free drainage 
of water down to the eaves underneath the 
tile batten to avoiding potential damming 
behind the tile battens.

The new standard makes reference to BS 
8216 which covers dry fixed ridge, hip and 
verge systems. Although Roofshield does 
not require Ridge ventilation it will be used 
alongside dry fixed ridge systems. However, 
another key benefit with Roofshield is 
that the whole of the ridge is covered by 
the underlay and so fully protected from 
the elements removing any risk of water 
penetration and ensuring that internal works 
can continue without delays even when the 
roofing contractors have not yet completed 
the other roof elements.

NHBC technical guidance
In 2011 NHBC confirmed that it would 
be adopting guidance as outlined in 
BS5250 ‘ Code of practice for the control 
of condensation in buildings’, requiring a 
ventilation gap to be installed at high-level, 
equivalent to a 5mm continuous slot at, or 
near the ridge. The basis for this was that 
vapour permeable roof underlays permit the 
movement of vapour through the membrane, 
but generally do not permit the passage 
of air. Since 2012 NHBC issued technical 
guidance which acknowledged that there are 
some vapour permeable roof underlays that 
permit both vapour and air to pass through 
them. Where an underlay can be shown to 
provide suitable ventilation, i.e., at least the 
equivalent of a continuous 5mm high-level 
slot, NHBC will accept that underlay without 
the need to provide any further ventilation.

Increasingly leading housing developers 
such as Bellway, Bovis Homes and Crest 
Nicholson, backed by the NHBC, and 
independent industry research, all agree that 
some underlays perform at an exceptional 
level, providing a failsafe option, without the 
need for additional ventilation. By specifying 
Roofshield developers are guaranteed the 
highest quality, pitched roof underlay, which 
is both air and vapour permeable.

A. Proctor Group – Enquiry 12

To make an enquiry – Go online: www.enquire.to/spec  Send a fax: 01952 234002 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card
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Above and Beyond

ince their introduction in the late 1980s, “breather membranes” have become an important part of the construction industry 
landscape, however, the term itself is widely misunderstood. “Breather membrane” relates to membranes used in timber 

frame walls, with a vapour resistance of 0.65MNs/g or less, while for those membranes used on roofs, the term “vapour permeable 
underlay” is more appropriate, these membranes must have a vapour resistance of 0.25MNs/g or lower. It can be argued that 
higher performance, air permeable membranes such as Roofshield, are “breathable” in the truest sense.
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As part of the TSP Media stable of architectural and building titles, Let’s Talk Specification has access to a 
massive database of over 100,000  architects, builders, developers, contractors and specifiers. 

It is these key decision makers that Let’s Talk Specification will interact with via our print, online and social 
media channels.
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Green Building

Unique content plays a key role in search 
rankings because search algorithms rate unique 
content highly. The unique content featured 
on Let’s Talk Specification will ensure that 
any article, case study or product information 
that we feature on Let’s Talk Specification, will 
generate increased traffic to your website via 
quality backlinks. It also means that readers 
are more likely to stay engaged if the content is 
relevant, informative, well written and unique.

Our editorial team is on hand to help and advise 
with this process, holding Q&A sessions with 
your technical teams or editing and drafting new 
and existing material. 

One of the keys to the success of Let’s Talk 
Specification is how we use data visualisation 
tools to ensure we are providing the right 
content to the right people at the right time. 
The software studies the subjects, issues and 
terms people are searching for on the internet 
and provides us with an insight into the topical 
content and focused articles that will make 
up the content on Let’s Talk Specification. 
Such research is vitally important to ensure 
we provide the answers people need and also 
put you at the top of the search rankings for 
particular subjects, issues and product areas.Example: Our editorial team will help you write your article to ensure it 

includes the key search terms to maximise your visibilty on Google. 

Unique content is the key 
to everything we do at 
Let’s Talk Specification



Rates & DataCategoriesSpecification
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As Let’s Talk Specification develops it will build into a comprehensive platform, covering all the key topics 
that are crucial to the specification process.

Design & Construction Specifying for Procurement Acoustics

Planning Sector Reports (Health, Education, Housing etc) Building Products

Building Control Responsibilities & Liabilities Building Systems

Warranties and Building Insurance Technical Product Reports Accreditations & Certifications

Procurement, Frameworks & Construction Contracts Installers & Specialist Contractors Fit for Purpose

Building Information Modelling Aspirational Design CE Marking

Fair Payment Agenda Competent Persons Scheme CDM2015

Specification Healthy Buildings British Standards

Product & System Testing Approved Installers Quality Assurance

Fitness of Materials Secured by Design Cost Consulting

Test Centres Case Studies Turn Key Solutions

Awarding Bodies Audit and Inspection Build as Designed

Certified Bodies Award winning Projects Design with Confidence

Industry Awards Building Regulations and Approved Documents Performance Gap

Fire Protection Sustainability Ownership

Insurance Thermal Performance Desk Top Studies

Here are just a flavour of the topics and categories that we will be covering in the next 12 months:

Specification
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* Appears in Specification Magazine, or Housing Specification, or Public Sector Building Specification.

Platinum Coverage 

Dedicated Company Profile on Let’s Talk Specification 

900 word article/Q&A to appear in print and online*

2 x 500 word technical article to appear in Let’s Talk Specification platform

Extensive social media coverage across the Specification Online Twitter, Facebook 
and Pinterest platforms plus our Let’s Talk Specification dedicated LinkedIn group

Full Page advertisement to appear in print in magazine of choice

Unique ebulletin to demographically chosen target audience

Google adword campaign

Featured on Let's Talk regular ebulletin

Online Bellyband to appear on Let’s Talk Specification homepage for one month 

Online Banner to appear on single weeks Let’s Talk Specification ebulletin

Keyword evaluation

Quality Backlink to the most relevant pages on your website

Links to up to 12 brochures, 12 products, 6 CPD's & 6 Videos on www.specificationonline.co.uk

Full analytics package for ROI purposes

Optional extras video coverage of Q&A session

Silver Coverage

Dedicated Company Profile on Let’s Talk Specification 

500 word technical article to appear on Let's Talk Specification platform

Extensive social media coverage across the Specification Online Twitter, Facebook 
and Pinterest platforms plus our Let’s Talk Specification dedicated LinkedIn group

Unique ebulletin to demographically chosen target audience

Google adword campaign

Featured on Let's Talk regular ebulletin

Online Banner to appear on single weeks Let’s Talk Specification ebulletin

Keyword evaluation

Quality Backlink to the most relevant pages on your website

Full analytics package for ROI purposes

Gold Coverage

Dedicated Company Profile on Let’s Talk Specification 

900 word article/Q&A to appear in print and online*

Extensive social media coverage across the Specification Online Twitter, Facebook 
and Pinterest platforms plus our Let’s Talk Specification dedicated LinkedIn group

Full Page advertisement to appear in print in magazine of choice

Unique ebulletin to demographically chosen target audience

Google adword campaign

Featured on Let's Talk regular ebulletin

Online Bellyband to appear on Let’s Talk Specification homepage for one month 

eBulletin Banner to appear on Let's Talk regular ebulletin

Keyword evaluation

Quality Backlink to the most relevant pages on your website

500 word article to appear on Let's Talk Specification platform (Month 2)

Full analytics package for ROI purposes

Bronze Coverage

Dedicated Company Profile on Let’s Talk Specification 

500 word technical article to appear on Let's Talk Specification platform

Extensive social media coverage across the Specification Online Twitter, Facebook 
and Pinterest platforms plus our Let’s Talk Specification dedicated LinkedIn group

Google adword campaign

Featured on Let's Talk regular ebulletin

Keyword evaluation

Quality Backlink to the most relevant pages on your website

Full analytics package for ROI purposes

(Further articles can be added during this year with this package for £500.00 per article)

£5,000 £3,000

£750£1,500

Content - 900 words plus up to 6 images
Company Profile - Full contact details including address, email 
and telephone number, together with logo and branding, 500 
descriptive words and a link to your Twitter feed.

Full Page advertisement dimensions
Specification Magazine - 230mm(w) x 300mm(h)
Housing Specification - 230mm(w) x 300mm(h)
Public Sector Building Specification - 183mm(w) x 250mm(h)

Online Bellyband and banner Advertisement Positions 
(gif dimensions)
Home Page - 945px (w) x 188px (h)
Weekly ebulletin - 687px (w) x 136px (h)

Technical data and copy requirements


